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PAST YEAR ACTIVITIES 

 JAWRA Article “Emerging Tools for Continuous Nutrient Monitoring 
Networks: Sensors Advancing Science and Water Resources 
Protection” 

 Illustrated Deployment Guide @www.watersensors.org 

 Began and continue to work with EPA on several projects: 
 Interoperable Watersheds 

 Sensors Challenges 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the past 2 years we’ve accomplished several things. Together with Brian Pellerin, USGS and co-authors from 4 other agencies we laid out a vision and rationale for a national network of sensors. The Illustrated Deployment Guide, in which we took the guide we released in 2010 and added photos to each part of it, is available on the watersensors.org website and is still being updated as we receive additional example sites. Please take a look; we welcome both critiques and contributions, especially to the “Example installations” page, which we think can be a valuable resource as people contribute examples of unique sensor setups.Sensor workgroup members also contributed to a number of EPA-led initiatives, including the interoperable watersheds, in which the sensors data elements the workgroup developed helped define the final group for this effort. In addition, workgroup members have been active in a number of sensor challenges, including the nutrients, HABs, arsenic, and toxicity sensor challenges.



PLANNING FOR THRU 2018 
CONFERENCE 

 Sensors continue to become more mainstream 

 Continues to be a need for better sensors for more analytes 

 Much interest from Council members 

 New members continue to join, but always room for more! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For these reasons and more we are planning to keep the sensor workgroup active. If you or anyone on your staff (they do not need to be full Council members) are interested please contact us.Following ideas for potential workgroup efforts are result of workgroup chair and USGS continuous committee chair meeting and brainstorming ideas for workgroup efforts.



POTENTIAL WORKGROUP FOCUS 
AREAS 

 Publications 
 at minimum, section in Council newsletter 

 Glossy magazine, a la LakeLine (NALMS)? 

 Training 
 Short videos, web pages 

 Webinars – focus on how-to 

 Conference call format – bimonthly presentation alternate with 
group discussion on issues and ideas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a need for more published info on sensors, esp. results.  A pub like NALMS’ LakeLine magazine would provide citable references. Need to look into what requirements are; what does the Council think about the idea?Training is a big need. Can be done a number of ways and serve a broad audience. Short videos, very focused on a single topic, might be useful. Web pages such as the illustrated deployment guide will be done when that is the best format. Also, webinars that focus on how-to, from field guides to analyzing data, will be sought out.Monthly conference call format will be tweaked. Propose trying out alternating month formats; one month will feature a speaker on a topic and the next month might be a general discussion, perhaps on more than one topic.



POTENTIAL WORKGROUP FOCUS, 
CONT. 

 Consolidated purchasing power (WEF?) 

 Polls: what are the problems; how to address 

 Technical forum (would need outside “sponsor”) 

 Conference – held in the off-year of the NQWMC conference 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional ideas:The sensors challenge group has had discussions re: consolidated purchasing power.  WEF has indicated they might be able to help. Sensor workgroup will see if there is a role here.We have talked about polling the Council mailing list to get broader input (Sensor workgroup ~100 members vs. ~2000 Council mailing list). A technical forum has been discussed numerous times. USGS cannot host this (restriction on social media); seek out a partner who can?Finally, a small conference with 100-300 attendees held in the off year from the Council conference would be a very useful thing. 2-3 days, focused on workshops and presentations. Technical lead at USGS-OWQ also pushing this concept within the USGS. Preliminary guess is that maybe $30K needed to pull this off.



PLANNING 

 Next call August 9, 2016 at 12pm ET 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At our next call we’ll introduce the workgroup to these ideas and get some feedback.In next newsletter we will have a section devoted to sensors and do more research into producing a glossy “magazine”.
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